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**J F ADA**
Chronicles the adventures of a group of rabbits searching for a safe place to establish a new warren where they can live in peace.

**J F ALC**
The adventures of Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy as they grew into young ladies in mid-nineteenth-century New England.

**J F BUR GRAY**

**J F BUR**
Ten-year-old Mary comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors and discovers an invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked garden.

**J F BUR**
A Siamese cat, an old bull terrier, and a young Labrador retriever travel together 250 miles through the Canadian wilderness to find their family.

**J F CAR**
A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters.

**J F DOY BLUE**

**F DUM**
Relates a sailor's preparation for and execution of revenge against the three men responsible for his fifteen years in prison.

**J F LEN PURPLE**

**J F LEW**
Four English school children find their way through the back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia and assist Aslan, the golden lion, to triumph over the White Witch, who has cursed the land with eternal winter.

**F LON**

**J F MON GRAY**
This edition of the classic novel about the Prince Edward Island orphan contains critical material on the work itself and its author, as well as essays, poems, and songs.

**J F ODE YELLOW**

**J F SPE**

**J F STE GRAY**
While going through the possessions of a deceased guest who owed them money, the mistress of the inn and her son find a treasure map that leads to a pirate fortune as well as great danger.

A black family living in the South during the 1930's are faced with prejudice and discrimination which their children don't understand.

The adventures and pranks of a mischievous boy growing up in a Mississippi River town on the early nineteenth century.